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Detective Dead
Dead Men Do Tell Tales! Unearthing the Secrets of the Undead, in their Own Words!

“I believe that imagination is stronger than knowledge. That myth is more potent than history. That dreams are more 
powerful than facts. That hope always triumphs over experience. That laughter is the only cure for grief. And I believe that 
love is stronger than death.” - Robert Fulghum 

Logline: A team of renown psychics and mediums work side-by-side with historians, forensic experts and detectives to reveal the facts behind 
some of the most mysterious events of all time, revealing the shocking truth behind mysteries that have perplexed experts & fascinated the world.

Why not go straight to the source? We talk to the spirits of the damned from beyond and make a case for the facts.

Our group of spiritualists contact the dead and bring their secrets to a team of experts that investigate and/or confirm their stories. Sometimes it is 
deadly serious, sometimes funny and at all times revealing. Who killed JFK or Marilyn Monroe. Is Rodney Dangerfeild happy and still telling jokes?

“The most painful thing about being murdered is not being able to tell the world who did it. I looked into the face of my 
killer and took my last breath.”   Princess Diana Spencer

These are not ghost stories! These are the souls of the damned speaking out, telling the truth as they see it. The forensic and historical teams investigate 
the evidence, seeking out if the word from the dead is fact or fiction...and our mediums are never wrong. This series challenges everything you every knew 
about the afterlife, Heaven or Hell.

“There is no mystery. I was shot by two different gunmen and both were right behind me.”    President John F. Kennedy

Dead men do tell tales and you might not like what they say!

Program Creator / Producer, Carl Hartman Carl Hartman worked for ten years as a network executive for PBS and Great Plains National, the producers of the multi-Emmy Award winning program 
Reading Rainbow. As a “show doctor” he also supervising two Emmy Award winning series (uncredited). His original series Amazing Art Adventures airs nationally on PBS and peers voted his work at 
PBS as “Best of the Best.” His responsibilities included budgets in excess of $15 million. Additionally, he has contributed as co-producer for episodes of The American Experience and contract producer  
for Massive Moves (Windfall Films) on the National Geographic Channel. Carl also sold a series to Discovery Channel (in development).

Business303, Inc. & Brandgineering, LLC are advertising and marketing companies specific to the entertainment industry started by Carl Hartman, with clients in various segments of the entertain-
ment industry, including major recording artists on EMI and Arista Records, Walt Disney branded products, Vivendi/Universal, PBS and Warner Brothers. Our clients also include entertainment industry 
companies producing reality, documentary and dramatic programming for broadcast and alternative delivery.


